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1. Introduction

Sustainability and circular economy (CE) are of growing interest for governments, investors, companies and the civil society. Sustainability envisions a balanced integration of economic performance, social inclusiveness, and environmental resilience, to the benefit of current and future generations (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017a). CE emerged as an umbrella concept in the 2010’s (Blomsma and Brennan, 2017), and envisions the achievement of a more resource effective and efficient economic system by intentionally narrowing, slowing and closing materials and energy flows (Bocken et al., 2016; EMF, 2015). CE is often seen as a means to achieving sustainability, but with a narrower focus on the economic and environmental dimensions (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017a). Nevertheless, not all systems (e.g. businesses, value chains) incorporating circular principles are intrinsically more sustainable (Geissdoerfer et al., 2018b).

Enhanced sustainability or circularity requires changes in the way companies generate value, understand and do business. Companies are compelled to interact within an ecosystem of actors, moving from a firm-centric to a network-centric operational logic. This transition requires rethinking their incumbent business models (BM), in order to enable a decoupling of value creation and resource consumption (Bocken et al., 2016). Hence, business model innovation (BMI) towards sustainability and circularity is a fundamental capability for companies.

Research related to the BM concept within the boundaries of sustainability and CE is still recent, with just 10 and 5 years of activities, respectively (Diaz Lopez et al., 2019; Foss and Saebi, 2017; Lüdeke-Freund and Dembek, 2017). As expected, these bodies of knowledge or potential ‘emerging’ research fields are still in a conceptualization stage and literature is fragmented (Lüdeke-Freund and Dembek, 2017; Merli et al., 2018; Nußholz, 2017). Likewise, the boundaries and synergies between circular and sustainable BMI are not clearly explored (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017a). While researchers are focusing on understanding and describing these fields, practitioners are already being ‘pushed’ for the transformation of their BMs as a means of embedding circular or sustainability thinking (European Commission, 2018, 2014). Therefore, sustainable and circular BMI approaches have also been proposed in the gray literature by companies, consultancies, governments or NGOs.

Despite the excitement, a shared framework does not yet exist to support researchers/practitioners in need of understanding how to conceptualize, design and implement circular or sustainable BM as a means to solve or avoid environmental or social issues, whilst aiming for economic benefits. In addition, the way in which general BM-related research has evolved might generate confusion in regards to the interpretation of the BM construct (Lüdeke-Freund and Dembek, 2017). Research about conventional BM concepts and BMI has progressed into a more robust body of knowledge over the past 15 years. However, it is still in a consolidation phase, with inconsistencies and conceptual ambiguity associated with multidisciplinary contributions from different research fields and the elusive nature of the BM construct, which allows for interpretative flexibility (Foss and Saebi, 2017; Massa and Tucci, 2014; Wirtz et al., 2016). The BM construct is applied widely and sometimes promiscuously. Many of the proposed approaches for circular or sustainable BMI are inspired by conventional BM theory and consider circular/sustainable BMI as sub-fields of conventional BMI (Lüdeke-Freund and Dembek, 2017), which to a certain extent inherits the aforementioned lack of consistency. Furthermore, many authors proposing approaches for sustainable and circular BMI try to highlight their differentiation from the conventional stream and assume a positioning of individual ‘silos’, instead of promoting complementarity or integration of approaches for synergistic gains. Additionally, there is a lack of clarification of where existing tools for conventional BM are sufficient and where new tools are required for embedding circularity or sustainability in BMI (Lüdeke-Freund and Dembek, 2017; Nußholz, 2017). Not only have they assumed a ‘siló’ positioning regarding conventional stream, but also in relation to each other. Several approaches have been proposed either for circular or sustainable BMI, however few approaches try to address the integrated vision of both concepts (Antikainen and Valkokari, 2016; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018a; Vogtlander et al., 2017). In this dynamic scenario, characterized by an intensive boost of heterogeneous intellectual content in a short period, it is difficult for researchers/practitioners to decide on where to start or which approach to follow.
This paper attempts to address this challenge by providing an overview of the different approaches for circular or sustainable BMI currently available in literature or in use by practitioners. Using the lens of BMI as a transformational process towards circularity or sustainability, we systematize approaches (i.e. conceptual frameworks, methods and tools) supporting circular or sustainable BMI processes based on a dynamic capabilities view. With this, we attempt to provide greater clarity around how each approach is applied, plus their differences and potential synergies, in order to support the selection of appropriate approaches, identify gaps and promote a unified research agenda.

Our research contributes to the intersection of CE, sustainability and BMI literature, envisioning the academic/practitioner perspectives, and responding to several recent calls for research (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017b; Schaltegger et al., 2016a) by providing:

1. A systematization of a comprehensive collection of approaches currently available to support BMI towards CE or sustainability (Schaltegger et al., 2016a). While some publications analyze some approaches for sustainable (Breuer et al., 2018; Prendeville and Bocken, 2017; Schoormann et al., 2016) or circular (Nußholz, 2018; Roos and Agarwal, 2015) BMI independently, so far there is no comparative study that takes an in-depth look at the approaches for both concepts.

2. A holistic view of BMI envisioning approaches to support different stages of the process (Foss and Saebi, 2017).

3. A better understanding of how to use the approaches in research/practice (Foss and Saebi, 2017; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018b, 2017b; Nußholz, 2017).

4. An outline of improvements and opportunities for future research in BMI within CE/sustainability.

The paper is structured in six sections. Section 2 introduces foundations of conventional, sustainability-oriented, and CE-oriented BMI. Section 3 presents the research methodology. The remaining sections present the results including descriptive and comparative analyses of approaches (4), provide a discussion and an agenda to address future research needs (5), and conclude with recapping the research contributions and limitations (6).

2. Background

2.1. Business model innovation (BMI)

The BM construct emerged in the 1970’s and was originally associated with system modelling in information technology. Since the 1990’s, the concept has been maturing, with contributions from many disciplines, including technology, organizational and strategy theories (Wirtz et al., 2016). In its modern interpretation, BM is understood as the “design or architecture of the value creation, delivery, and capture mechanisms” of a business (Teece, 2010). In other words, it explains how a business works (Magretta, 2002).

Due to its elusive nature and the comprehensiveness of its scope in the modern interpretations, linking two ‘conflicting’ domains of knowledge (the technical/physical, generally based on hard facts, and the economic, generally based on uncertain assumptions), the BM construct definition is yet imprecise and has been interpreted in different ways (Gassmann et al., 2016). In general, BM frameworks converge around the notion of a value generation logic of a reference system (e.g. organization, value chain, industry sector), which can be represented by different elements (Wirtz et al., 2016). One of the most referenced representations, the BM Canvas, considers nine building blocks for value generation, organized in four pillars: ‘product/value proposition’, ‘financial aspects’, ‘customer interface’ and ‘infrastructure management’ (Osterwalder et al., 2005). These four pillars are further refined by Richardson (2008) in three main forms of managing value: ‘value proposition’, ‘value creation and delivery’ and ‘value capture’. Such representations are related to the static view of BM.
In parallel to these studies, there is the notion of BM innovation, which consists of changing (by creating, diversifying, acquiring or transforming) BM as a response to internal and external incentives (Foss and Saebi, 2017; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018b). In this view, BM can be an (1) enabler of strategic changes in innovation processes (e.g. products/services), or (2) the source of competitive advantage acting as innovation itself (Boons et al., 2013).

The dynamic process of BMI can occur in different intensities, related to the degree of novelty introduced (i.e. ‘new to the firm’ or ‘new to the industry’) or the scope of changes (i.e. individual components or systemic/architectural structure) (Foss and Saebi, 2017). Moreover, different triggers (internal or external), such as changes in the competitive environment or legislations, can stimulate BM changes.

Recently, BMI is receiving increasing attention in specific areas (e.g. sustainability, CE, servitization, digitization). Due to the importance of these concepts in their individual investigation fields, different ‘sub-streams’ emerged (Foss and Saebi, 2017). This article explores two of these ‘sub-streams’, addressing BMI in the context of sustainability and CE.

2.2. Sustainability-oriented BMI

The sustainability-oriented BMI sub-stream has evolved significantly over the past decade, on the basis of seminal works framing the concept (Birkin et al., 2009; Lüdeke-Freund, 2010; Stubbs and Cocklin, 2008); special issues (Boons et al., 2013; Dentchev et al., 2018; Schaltegger et al., 2016a); and reviews of conceptual foundations (Bocken et al., 2014; Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013; Evans et al., 2017b; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018b; Lüdeke-Freund and Dembek, 2017; Schaltegger et al., 2016b; Wells, 2016).

Sustainability-oriented BMI incorporates sustainability principles as guidelines for BM design, adding complexity to the conventional (‘business as usual’) BMI process. On top of generating superior customer value to achieve competitive advantage and capture economic value, it also seeks to contribute positively to the environment and society (Lüdeke-Freund, 2010; Stubbs and Cocklin, 2008).

The extent at which sustainability principles will be embedded on the BMs and generate impactful outcomes from a triple bottom line perspective will depend on the levels of ambition of decision makers. Schaltegger et al. (2012)’s typology suggests three strategies for embedding sustainability into BMI: defensive (focus on reducing risks/costs to maintain business as usual), accommodative (focus on ameliorating the BM to reduce impacts) and proactive (focus on completely new designs of the value logic). Proactive strategies usually are more impactful, because they embed sustainability principles in the core logic of businesses, ‘rethinking’ the value proposition, delivery/creation, and capture systems to maximize societal and environmental benefits, and not only economic profit (Bocken et al., 2014; Wells, 2016).

By addressing value generation logic of businesses for multiple stakeholders beyond the customers, BMI for sustainability intensifies the need for different and more systemic boundaries of analysis. Boons and Lüdeke-Freund (2013) propose three levels of analysis:

1. Organizational: focused on individual firms and its own value adding activities;
2. Inter-organizational: focused on the interrelationship with other actors that co-create and share values;
3. Societal: focused on the interrelationship with other organizations to produce a shared societal value.

To cope with the aforementioned complexity added on top of the conventional BMI, specific methodological support for guiding sustainability-oriented BMI have been proposed in literature. Initial manifestations towards comparing different methodological support exist (Breuer et al., 2018; Schoormann et al., 2016; Schoormann and Knackstedt, 2018), but holistic approaches for sustainability-oriented BMI (i.e. from design to implementation) are still in development stage (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017b).
Definitions for ‘Sustainable BM’ have been proposed, but views still require alignment. After reviewing literature for definitions, Geissdoerfer et al. (2018b) define it broadly as BMs “that incorporate pro-active multi-stakeholder management, the creation of monetary and non-monetary value for a broad range of stakeholders, and hold a long-term perspective”. Wells (2016) is more precise in emphasizing the concept of ‘sufficiency’ and social relevance, as he argues that a ‘SBM’ is “both sufficiently profitable and that results in a process of comparative absolute or relative reductions in environmental and socioeconomic burdens through the delivery of socially relevant products and services”. The ‘sustainable business model (SBM)’, ‘sustainable business model innovation (SBMI)’, ‘circular business model (CBM)’ and ‘circular business model innovation (CBMI)’ terminologies have been frequently employed, but we understand that there is no such a thing as an absolute SBM or CBM. Instead, principles/practices that enable a fit with the vision of sustainable development or CE can be incorporated in BMs. Using the aforementioned acronyms might mislead understandings and hinder the practical implementation of the concepts. Therefore we recall the views of some previous works (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013; BSI, 2017; Schaltegger et al., 2016a) and address the concepts in this paper either as ‘BMI for sustainability or CE’ or ‘sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI’.

2.3. CE-oriented BMI

Research on CE-oriented BMI is even more recent than sustainability-oriented BMI, but has grown rapidly in the last five years (Diaz Lopez et al., 2019). So far, the literature has evolved with seminal works discussing the relevance of the topic (Linder and Williander, 2017) or framing the concept (Lewandowski, 2016; Nußholz, 2017).

As a response to an increasing pressure on our natural resources, CE aims to create multiple types of values with the ultimate goal of achieving a more resource effective and efficient economic system (EMF, 2015). CE-oriented BMI incorporates principles or practices from CE as guidelines for BM design. It aims at boosting resource efficiency and effectiveness (by narrowing or slowing energy and resource loops) and ultimately closing energy and resource flows by changing the way economic value and the interpretation of products are approached (Bocken et al., 2016; Den Hollander and Bakker, 2016).

The incorporation of circular principles into BMs also occurs at different levels, depending on decision makers’ ambitions and adopted strategies. Urbinati et al. (2017)’s taxonomy suggests three available modes of integrating CE principles in BMs: downstream circular (altering value capture and delivery, through new revenue schemes and customer interface – e.g. pay-per-use models), upstream circular (changing value creation systems, e.g. reverse logistics), or fully circular (combining upstream and downstream principles). Similarly to the sustainability proactive strategies, the ‘fully circular’ business strategies are more impactful for the equilibrium of environmental and economic benefits.

CE-oriented BMI also adds uncertainties and complexity to conventional BMI. New variables have to be considered, for instance, reverse on top of forward logistics; quality, quantity and timing of returns of resources; customers perceptions and preferences for ‘as new’ (Bocken et al., 2018). This requires a systemic and transdisciplinary view (Sakao and Brambila-Macias, 2018), which has been reflected in recent publications exploring the interfaces of CE-oriented BMI with other innovation perspectives, such as product design, value chain and digital technologies (Bocken et al., 2016; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018a).

Methodological support for guiding CE-oriented BMI is already available, including a CE standard (BSI, 2017). However, no systematization of the methodological support developed so far has been proposed. Also, although CE has been recognized as a driver for sustainability, explicit relation of sustainability with CE-oriented BMI is missing.
3. Research Methodology

The main objective of this paper is to systematize the state-of-the-art of available approaches supporting circular-oriented or sustainability-oriented BMI process. These approaches comprise (Osterwalder et al., 2005; Pigosso et al., 2011):

(1) Conceptual frameworks: theoretical approaches promoting common understanding or conceptual alignment about BMI – e.g. diagrams, requirements, typologies, morphologies, taxonomies, ontologies;
(2) Methods: procedures guiding on how to perform BMI – e.g. process model, guidelines.
(3) Tools: instruments supporting the execution of determined BMI activities – e.g. canvas, software.

Based on the overall objective, three research questions were formulated:

R1 - What are the existing approaches for BMI in the context of sustainability and CE?
R2 - Which stages of the BMI process do they support?
R3 - How do they compare to each other?

A systematic literature review was conducted to tackle the overall objective and answer the aforementioned questions. The review protocol (see supplementary information) was organized in three activities: data collection, analysis and reporting (de Almeida Biolchini et al., 2007).

3.1. Data collection

Data collection comprised search and selection of existing sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI approaches. The search, in Scopus and Web of Science (July 2018) (Table 1), resulted in 1078 unique publications. In total, 56 publications were selected according to three criteria:

(1) BMI oriented to sustainability or CE explicitly addressed;
(2) Information about the approaches (including foundations and logic) presented;
(3) Generic and holistic approaches proposed (i.e. not addressing specific sectors/individual strategies of CE, e.g. upgrade).

Due to the recent establishment of CE and to capture the content being generated by practitioners, two additional techniques were applied in a second iteration. A backward snowballing approach (Wohlin, 2014) was performed to capture the established and previous conceptual works (through cross-reference) falling outside of the database searches. The references of the initial selected articles from the academic databases were screened and publications were selected according to their relevance (based on their title, venue of publication or authors’ background) for sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI. Subsequently, gray literature was investigated (Adams et al., 2017; Tranfield et al., 2003) and influential non-peer-reviewed publications from non-profits organizations or knowledge platforms on sustainability and CE were included (Table 1). The retrieved publications from snowballing or gray literature searches were subjected to the same screening process (filters and criteria) applied for the academic databases (Fig. 1). The literature review resulted in 94 publications (Fig. 1) selected for analysis (see supplementary information).
Fig. 1. Systematic literature review process and results.

Table 1. Search parameters (n/a = not applicable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Scopus</th>
<th>Web of Science</th>
<th>Ellen MacArthur Foundation(EMF)</th>
<th>CE Practitioner Guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fields</td>
<td>(1) title, keywords</td>
<td>(1) title, keywords, abstracts</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search string</td>
<td>(1) (&quot;circular economy&quot; OR &quot;circle economy&quot; OR &quot;circularity&quot; OR &quot;circle OR &quot;closed loops&quot; OR &quot;sustainable&quot; OR &quot;sustainable&quot;) AND &quot;business models&quot; AND (method OR tool OR framework OR approach OR methodology OR procedure OR technique OR canvas)</td>
<td></td>
<td>business models</td>
<td>business models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) (&quot;circular economy&quot; OR &quot;circle economy&quot; OR &quot;circularity&quot; OR &quot;circle OR &quot;closed loops&quot;) AND &quot;business models&quot; AND (method OR tool OR framework OR approach OR methodology OR procedure OR technique OR canvas)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases filters</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>resource and tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of retrieved publications</td>
<td>articles, book chapters, conference papers, reviews</td>
<td>articles, book chapters, conference papers, thesis, toolkits, manuals, online tools, reports, white papers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Data analysis

From the set of 94 publications, 92 approaches were identified (Research Question 1) and organized according to a three-stages BMI process (Research Question 2) (section 4.2.1) following a dynamic capabilities-based view adapted from Teece (2007):

1. Sensing: identifying opportunities and generating new BM ideas;
2. Seizing: systematically designing and testing new BM concepts or configurations;
3. Transforming: building new competences and implementing organizational renewal.

Teece (2007) proposed this multidisciplinary model to explain how organizations should be prepared to continuously adapt and develop innovations, including BMs. Beyond suggesting processes and tools to support the BMI management, the model opens space for normative or change management aspects (e.g., values, mindset, behaviors, engagement, leadership), shedding light on how human-behavior (represented by managers or decision makers) plays a role in BMI. In our view, this model represents more adequately the ‘real world’ phenomena, especially in transformational contexts such as sustainability and CE (Roome and Louche, 2016).

Furthermore, a framework was developed to enable comparison by describing other five characteristics of the approaches (Research Question 3): (a) nature of data (section 4.2.1); (b) BMI characteristics (boundaries of analysis, level of abstraction, and time-related view) (section 4.2.2) and (c) representation style (section 4.2.3). The framework was developed in an iterative process by applying content analysis and coding techniques (Dresch et al., 2015). Initial characteristics were developed upfront (a/b) based on a preliminary literature review. Additional characteristics were added throughout the analysis (c).

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive findings

Around 34% of the 94 publications (from 2007 to June/2018) are published in the Journal of Cleaner Production (JCLP). The majority is from Europe (85%), with the United Kingdom (26%) leading, followed by the Netherlands (21%), Germany (11%), Sweden (7%) and Finland (7%). The development of CE-oriented BMI approaches lags behind the sustainability-oriented, with the first publication on CE-oriented BMI appearing in 2013, which coincides with a larger effort with dissemination of CE by institutions such as the EMF (EMF, 2012) and the World Economic Forum (WEF, 2014).

Publications show a rising trend after 2015 (Fig. 2, Fig.3). From the perspective of sustainability-oriented BMI, this might be associated to two special issues focused on BM for sustainability by the journals “Organization and Environment” (Schaltegger et al., 2016a) and JCLP (Dentchev et al., 2018). Likewise, a peak of publications in 2013 coincide with a previous special issue by JCLP (Boons et al., 2013). From the perspective of CE-oriented BMI, the rising trend might be associated to several research projects being funded especially in the European Union since 2014 (European Comission, 2016). Moreover, publications on CE in 2016 have pointed to the lack of appropriate methods and tools for BMI (Bocken et al., 2016; Ghisellini et al., 2016; Lewandowski, 2016), which might have triggered new research lines and contributed to the increasing number of publications in 2017/2018. Still regarding CE-oriented BMI, before 2016 the number of gray literature was larger than the ones retrieved in scientific databases. This is natural considering the very recent dissemination of the concept as a research topic and also due to its appeal to industries and practitioners in general.

The majority of the approaches are either theoretical (45%) or experimental (50%) (Fig. 4). From one perspective, this confirms the necessity of advancing research in these sub-streams and supports studies such as this one that can help shedding light on the critical aspects at this stage and ways forward, but
requires parsimony in the interpretations, since the discourse and conceptual foundations might yet suffer modifications. The complete list of 92 approaches is in the Appendix.
Our objective with this comparison is to provide an overview and systematize the state-of-the-art in sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI approaches. We structured it in three blocks. The first block (section 4.3) aims to explore the systemic view of approaches ‘composing’ the BMI process based on the dynamic capabilities model. In relation to the research questions (section 3), it aims to answer what are the available approaches in practice and literature and how they support the BMI process. The second and third blocks (sections 4.4 and 4.5) aim to explore the characteristics of single approaches. In relation to research questions (section 3), they aim to answer how the approaches compare to each other.

4.2.1. Stages of application and data nature

The distribution of approaches along the BMI process stages are presented in Fig. 5. 80% of the identified approaches support activities related to sensing (understanding opportunities) and seizing (translating opportunities in BM concepts). Only 20% of the identified approaches address the transforming stage, which envisions activities of piloting, preparing the organizational capabilities for change, and implementing the new BM concepts. Although success cases of BMs for sustainability or CE appear in literature (Diaz Lopez et al., 2019) and practice (CircleLab, 2018; EMF, 2018), systematized support with methods/tools that can help the dissemination of more successful implementations are still lacking. Although the majority of approaches address individual activities of a specific stage, there are some approaches covering the complete BMI process (further discussion in section 4.2.3). Five approaches fall outside of the classification as they are related to conceptual foundations of sustainability-oriented or CE-oriented BMI, transcending the idea of stages [AR48;AR56;AR60;AR86;AR88] (Evans et al., 2017a; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018a; Laasch, 2018; Randles and Laasch, 2016; Schaltegger et al., 2016b). The majority of approaches (93%) use qualitative data for maneuvering decision-making. CE-oriented BMI tend to combine qualitative and quantitative information. This might be related to a pragmatic CE discourse, oriented to benefit the economic actors of the system and sponsored by practitioners (e.g. businesses, consultancies, government, NGOs) (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017a). It might also explain why...
approaches originated in gray literature appear more frequently in CE (check '*' marks on Fig. 5). Examples of methods for quantitative assessments mentioned by these hybrid approaches are business case (with economic indicators such as return on investment, income, net present value, financial and resources savings, margins and splits to suppliers), life cycle assessment, eco-costs, and multi-criteria decision analysis. Although the focus is larger on assessing economic and environmental aspects, Chiu et al. (2015) [AR28] propose a multi-criteria decision analysis for the selection of BM concepts based on product/service system (PSS) envisioning social aspects such as ‘interaction among stakeholders’, ‘diversity’ and ‘employment opportunities’. The majority of these hybrid approaches, though, are prescriptive in nature, which means that they provide directions for ‘what’ is required to be performed, but not necessarily guidance on ‘how’ to do it. Chiu et al. (2015) [AR28] and Scheepens et al. (2016) [AR39] act on that aspect by proposing tools to support the calculations. Asif et al. (2016) and Lieder et al. (2017) also propose a quantitative simulation tool based on System Dynamics and Agent Based modelling for assessing economic and environmental performance of different BMs for resource efficiency. Due to the requirement of detailed information, the authors recommend the application in advanced stages of validation or implementation of BM concepts.

Finally, as shown in the middle part of Fig.5, some approaches explicitly explore synergies of BMI for sustainability and CE. They combine concepts of sufficiency and eco-efficiency with effective solutions (i.e. closed loops) [AR38;AR53] (Bocken and Short, 2016; Scheepens et al., 2016); propose graphical frameworks to represent the BM concepts with elements of sustainability and CE [AR45;AR81] (Bocken et al., 2018; Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016); or suggest assessment approaches to verify the sustainability potential of CE-oriented BMs (as they highlight that circularity might not necessarily lead to enhanced sustainability) [AR37;AR92] (Antikainen and Valkokari, 2016; de Pádua Pieroni et al., 2018).
4.2.2. BMI characteristics: boundaries of analysis, abstraction level and time-related view

This section explores the boundaries set by the approaches to analyze the systemic value flows, their level of accuracy, and their view in respect to BM changes over time (Fig. 6; Table 2).

Concerning boundaries of analysis, despite the importance of inter-organizational collaboration for CE and sustainability, 68% of the identified approaches still adopt organizational boundaries. That might be a consequence of their foundations, usually building on approaches from the conventional BM literature that...
lay more emphasis on value exchanges through the customer interface (i.e. downstream) than on the value creation (i.e. upstream flows) (e.g. BM Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010)). This could also be related to the fact that, in practice, a lot of complexity is added when BMs are explored at the level of inter-organizational boundaries, especially regarding the ‘normative organizational aspects’ that require new mindset towards alignment of values and establishment of trust among organizations. Only two approaches [AR02;AR86] (Laasch, 2018; Stubbs and Cocklin, 2008) allow for spanning the boundaries of analysis for BMs to a societal level. This is consistent with previous findings in literature of sustainability-oriented BMI (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013).

Concerning abstraction level, sustainability-oriented BMI approaches are harmonically distributed into the three categories with the moderately aggregated group slightly on the lead (39%). The largest concentration of CE-oriented BMI approaches is at highly aggregated abstraction level (45%), which envisions concise representations resembling a ‘vision’ of the BM concept (e.g. narratives or archetypes). This might be a consequence of CE discourse and dissemination outside of academia, which requires simple, concise and ‘catchy’ messages that allow for the cognition of the concepts by a diverse public, not familiar with CE (e.g. different types of organizations, sectors, skills or functional areas within organizations).

Concerning perception of changes over time, the majority of approaches adopt a static view, meaning that they interpret the BM concept as ‘picture’ at a point in time. Only 40% of approaches adopt the dynamic view, which triggers the need for continuous activities of sensing, seizing and transforming within organizations and requires the development and instantiation of BMI processes focused on, for example, sustainability and circularity. Therefore, not only tools (able to perform determined activities at a point in time), but also methods (such as process models or guidelines) are required as supporting approaches. This is further explored in section 4.2.3.

Table 2. Key characteristics of approaches: BMI aspects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System boundaries</td>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>Drivers focused on individual firms and their own value adding activities.</td>
<td>(Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013; Wirtz et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-organizational</td>
<td>Drivers shared by different organizations. Focus on the interrelationship with other actors to co-create shared value.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Societal</td>
<td>Drivers triggered by societal (or regime) shifts. Focus on interrelationship with other organizations, to produce shared value.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction level of representation</td>
<td>Highly aggregated</td>
<td>Simple and concise descriptions, i.e. resembles a ‘vision’ or idea described in low depth (e.g. narrative or archetypes).</td>
<td>(Massa and Tucci, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderately aggregated</td>
<td>Accurate descriptions, yet with parsimony to keep it simple (e.g. graphics).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Accurate and robust descriptions, adding depth and many details (e.g. flow-charts and relationships).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation over time</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Describes the BM, focusing on components and their coherence (i.e., a model, blueprint).</td>
<td>(Demil and Lecocq, 2010; Foss and Saebi, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Focus on transformational perspective and how BMs evolve over time requiring changes in capabilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.3. Representation styles

This section explores different styles of representation considered in the approaches (Fig. 7; Table 3). In terms of *conceptual frameworks*, typologies and taxonomies are the most common styles of representation both for sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI (44%). They are used with two purposes to describe:
(1) paths that organizations follow to transform their BMs from profit-oriented (‘conventional’) to sustainability/CE-oriented [AR54, AR56] (Jabłoński and Jabłoński, 2016; Schaltegger et al., 2016b);
(2) mechanisms or solutions that contribute to designing sustainability/CE-oriented BMs [AR01, AR15, AR24, AR25, AR27, AR33, AR49, AR51, AR53, AR54, AR56, AR68, AR72, AR79, AR85, AR91].

Bocken et al. (2014) [AR24] is the most cited typology, introducing eight archetypes for sustainability-oriented BM (maximize material and energy efficiency; create value from ‘waste’; substitute with renewables and natural processes; deliver functionality rather than ownership; adopt a stewardship role; encourage sufficiency; re-purpose the business for society/environment; and develop scale-up solutions).

CE-oriented BMI comprises variations of typologies (Accenture, 2014; Bakker et al., 2014; Bocken et al., 2016; Bocken and Short, 2016; Diaz Lopez et al., 2019; Forum for the Future, 2016; Lacy et al., 2013; Weetman, 2016; WRAP, 2018). Some authors attempted to systematize them [AR72, AR79] (Nußholz, 2017; Planning, 2018), but due to the recent development of the field, it is still early to identify preferences and signs of consensus towards the adoption of one over the others.

Concerning methods, process models (considered one type of method in our classification) covering the three stages of BMI are the least frequent category of approaches (14%). The ones available differ considerably in the names for the BMI stages and the content presented, which might include required activities [AR16, AR52, AR70, AR73] (Antikainen et al., 2017; Geissdoerfer et al., 2017b; Mentink, 2014; Roome and Louche, 2016), expected deliverables [AR52, AR73] (Antikainen et al., 2017; Roome and Louche, 2016), applied tools [AR11] (Girotra and Netessine, 2013), challenges and enablers [AR52, AR70] (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017b; Mentink, 2014; Roome and Louche, 2016), or organizational change management tasks [AR44, AR52] (Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016; Roome and Louche, 2016)). They also have varied styles of representation ranging from textual documents [AR13, AR46] (Holgado et al., 2013; Weetman, 2016) to visual representations, such as linear process flows [AR52, AR67, AR70, AR73] (Antikainen et al., 2017; Geissdoerfer et al., 2017b; REBus, 2015; Roome and Louche, 2016), circular process flows [AR16, AR27, AR44, AR59] (Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016; Mendoza et al., 2017; Mentink, 2014; van Renswoude et al., 2015), and innovation-like funnels [AR11, AR63] (França et al., 2017; Girotra and Netessine, 2013).

Concerning tools, the ones focused on visualization of the BM concepts are the most applied. Different types of visualization tools are available, ranging from component-based diagrams in canvas format [AR3, AR10, AR18, AR20, AR21, AR28, AR29, AR31, AR32, AR37, AR40, AR41, AR45, AR57, AR63, AR77, AR81, AR89] (Antikainen and Valkokari, 2016; Bocken et al., 2018; Breuer and Lüdeke-Freund, 2014; Chiu et al., 2015; Dewulf, 2010; EMF, 2016; França et al., 2017; Jones and Upward, 2014; Joyce and Paquin, 2016; Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016; Lewandowski, 2016; Mentink, 2014; Nußholz, 2018; Rohrbeck et al., 2013; Sempels, 2013; Sustainn, 2017; Tiemann and Fichter, 2016; Wiithaa, 2018), circular format [AR35] (Materials, 2016), or life cycle format [AR19, AR78, AR89] (Manninen et al., 2018; Nußholz, 2018; Miying Yang et al., 2017); arrow or process diagrams [AR19, AR58, AR63, AR74, AR77] (França et al., 2017; Kurucz et al., 2017; Sustainn, 2017; Yang et al., 2014; Miying Yang et al., 2017); matrices [AR61] (Haastra et al., 2017); flowcharts or loops [AR17, AR26, AR36, AR84] (Achterberg et al., 2016; Bakker et al., 2014; Brehmer et al., 2018; Mentink, 2014); co-centric geometric forms [AR12, AR38] (Bocken et al., 2013; Scheepens et al., 2016); tables or lists [AR43] (Aminoff et al., 2016); and hierarchical representations of circular strategies or of the life cycle [AR36] (Achterberg et al., 2016).

The representation styles are different along the three BMI stages, as they vary in objective and expected deliverables. For instance, the ‘seizing’ stage is uniformly supported by component-based diagrams tools
that represent the BM design options for alternative configurations. On the other hand, tools for ‘sensing’ opportunities are more diverse in shape, as the activity is abstract and creative.

Visualization tools are especially important and recurrent in the ‘seizing’ stage, where they provide an easy and collaborative way of defining the composition (in terms of elements) of future BMs. The tools are usually variations of conventional BMI tools. For instance, tools for ‘seizing’ being proposed until 2017 often ended up with variations of the BM Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). New approaches from 2018 started to build on the Activity Systems perspective (Zott and Amit, 2010), as they defend that it enables a more adequate fit with collaborative requirements of sustainability or CE, with enhanced visualization and consideration of multiple stakeholders beyond the firm-centric view.

Table 3. Key characteristics of approaches: representation styles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Guideline/manual</td>
<td>General guidelines to be followed during the BMI and design. (Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018; Osterwalder et al., 2005; Pigosso et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process model</td>
<td>A set of activities and steps that represents the complete or parts of the process for BMI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Cards</td>
<td>Paper-based tool describing opportunities/design options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serious game</td>
<td>Paper-based/computational tool that simulates a part or the complete BMI process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visualization tool</td>
<td>Paper-based/computational tool using visual techniques to represent the logic of value generation/flow within one/multiple organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulator/Software</td>
<td>Computational tool supporting the application of BM tools (might include concepts of decision making theory).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7. Styles of representation of sustainability-oriented and circular economy (CE)-oriented BMI approaches [AR] (characteristics in Table 3; AR codes in Appendix). Adapted from Inigo et al. (2017) and Teece (2007).
5. Discussion

This section discusses the key findings of the study with respect to the research questions (section 3), identifying the most important trends in approaches for CE-oriented and sustainability-oriented BMI. Moreover, the main gaps are summarized and translated into a future research agenda.

5.1. Key research findings

Although recent, research on approaches for sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI is receiving increasing attention. This research identified, compared and categorized 92 approaches. A key finding is that these proposed approaches usually address individual stages of the BMI without considering the continuous activities necessary to adapt the companies’ capabilities to the dynamic changes (internally or externally) required by ‘CE/sustainability thinking’. Many publications do not contextualize the BMI stage in which they are contributing to, as if they assumed that BMI was only about single stages (e.g. designing BM representations). These results are consistent with recent findings in conventional BMI literature (Wirtz et al., 2016), indicating that these topics are not comprehensively considered by researchers, despite its importance and complexity (Foss and Saebi, 2017). Moreover, it could be contributing to a design-implementation gap in sustainability-oriented BMIs (Ceschin, 2013; Geissdoerfer et al., 2017b).

The analyzed approaches seem to be more advanced in helping companies in identifying opportunities (sensing) and designing new business model concepts for CE or sustainability (seizing). However, there is a lack of methods/tools for experimenting, testing, and implementing the BM concepts (transforming). Bocken et al. (2018) emphasize the importance of experimentation and the on-going ‘learning by doing’ process for sustainability-oriented/CE-oriented BMI. Similar gaps were identified in the innovation processes for products (Brones and Monteiro de Carvalho, 2015) or services (Lee, 2016; Rosa et al., 2017), and might be due to required skills/knowledge from other fields (e.g. project management, organizational change management) transcending the expertise of innovation/design; or needs for longitudinal research approaches, which have a longer-term nature than design and conceptualization. Without envisioning this last stage, we will not truly understand the effectiveness and impact of BMI approaches to leverage sustainability or CE principles.

A second key finding emerging from the comparison indicates that CE/sustainability-oriented BMI approaches are becoming more heterogeneous and relying on multiple theories that deviate from the traditional view disseminated by the BM Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). Variations lie in the way approaches adopt boundaries to analyze systemic value flows (organizational, inter-organizational, and societal), the level of accuracy enabled in the BM concepts representation, the view in respect to changes in the BM over time, and mainly, in the types and styles of BM representation. Examples of types of representation include checklist, figure/model, visualization tools, guideline/manual, matrix, morphology/morphological box, ontology, process model, requirement, serious games, simulator/configurator, software, taxonomy, typology. Each type of approach presents also multiple styles; for instance, visualization tools present more than ten variations (e.g. canvas format, matrices, life-cycle format). There seems to be a correlation of particular representation styles in different BMI stages, as they vary in objective and expected deliverables. Usually the level of details in the BM representation enabled by the approach increases as it gets closer to the transforming stage. Regarding the boundaries set by the approaches to analyze the systemic value flows, there is a trend of approaches moving to an inter-organizational (Biloslavo et al., 2018; Brehmer et al., 2018) or societal levels (Laasch, 2018; Stubbs and Cocklin, 2008), as this aligns better with sustainability/CE principles.

A third key finding regards a limitation of incorporation of human-behavior aspects into the approaches. Randles and Laasch (2016) and Boons and Lüdeke-Freund (2013), discuss the role of normative aspects,
such as leadership and organizational culture in enabling the transformation towards sustainability-oriented BMI. Kraaijenhagen et al. (2016) incorporate change management activities in their cyclical process for CE-oriented organizational transformation. Our intention with employing Teece (2007)’s dynamic capabilities model as the backbone for the categorization of approaches was exactly to broaden the lens of innovation management to include normative and change management aspects, which in our view represents the real world phenomena with superior fidelity. The framework worked successfully in the categorization and enabled explaining the complex process more concisely than alternative models identified in this study (e.g., Geissdoerfer et al. (2017b); Girotra and Netessine (2013); Mentink (2014)). Moreover, it helped emphasizing the gap in human-behavior orientation in CE/sustainability-oriented BMI approaches, which might be hindering an impactful application of methods/tools. The BMI stages based on a dynamic capabilities view can facilitate the coordination with other innovation processes that focus on different BM elements (e.g. product development, processes innovation) (Mezger, 2014), which is fundamental to guarantee that the sustainable or circular values embedded in a specific BM architecture will be seized after the BM implementation (Pieroni et al., 2018).

Finally, as a fourth key finding, researchers’ discourses seem to converge about the notion that CE is ‘one way’ - and not the only one - towards sustainability, and that CE-oriented BMs are ‘a possible archetype’ (Bocken et al., 2014) of sustainability-oriented BMs. However, the interface of both concepts is superficially addressed by the approaches, undermining the potential capture of synergies of both research streams, such as for instance, the assessment whether CE BMs are truly contributing to the ultimate target of sustainable development or whether and how approaches can be used interchangeably in both streams. Especially regarding the development of methods/tools, the streams seem to be following ‘individual’ paths, with few works applying the concepts simultaneously (Antikainen and Valkokari, 2016; Bocken et al., 2018; Bocken and Short, 2016; de Pádua Pieroni et al., 2018; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018a; Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016; Scheepens et al., 2016).

To advance this aspect, we propose a comparative view based on the scope or core drivers for value generation usually adopted by CE/sustainability-oriented BMI approaches (Fig. 8). This aims to suggest an initial reflection to promote future research (complementing the systematic comparison from section 4.2). The comparative view is built upon approaches that explicitly discuss principles for sustainability-oriented or CE-oriented BMI (Bocken et al., 2016; Breuer et al., 2018; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018a; Wells, 2016), and complemented by examples of other approaches’ positioning in regards to the CE-oriented vs. sustainability-oriented BMI scope (top lane of Fig.8). Moreover, we provide examples (second/third lanes in Fig. 8) of how BMI archetypes or design options are addressed differently by approaches from each scope. Approaches from sustainability-oriented BMI usually suggest additional BM archetypes (e.g. base of pyramid solution) and BM design options (e.g. participatory approaches) when compared to CE-oriented BMI.

Providing customer superior value is a driver both for CE-oriented and sustainability-oriented BMI, as without this, the value capture in monetary terms might not occur, hindering the longevity of the business (de Pádua Pieroni et al., 2018; Geissdoerfer et al., 2018a; Lüdeke-Freund, 2010). On top of that, the main drivers for CE-oriented BMI are resource efficiency, resource longevity/effectiveness, and economic growth (despite natural resource restrictions) (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017a). CE-oriented BMI might also generate value to social relevance or work enrichment, but those are depicted as secondary effects (dotted arrow in Fig. 8), instead of core drivers for value generation. When this happens, CE-oriented BMI (green-ellipse in Fig.8) contributes positively to the wider scope of sustainability (blue ellipse in Fig. 8). However, negative effects might also occur. According to Urbinati et al. (2017), design options for CE might be partially in place in the BMI. For instance, they can foster solely downstream circularity, seeking for customer superior value (e.g. cheaper access to a product by paying-per-use instead of paying-for-
ownership). Not necessarily, appropriate upstream design options (e.g. ‘closed-loop reverse logistics’) are in place, hence the drivers of resource efficiency/longevity are not deployed. In that case, BMI might generate negative secondary effects that are unsustainable, such as overconsumption, fast obsolesce/replacement (e.g. pay-per-use cell phone schemes allowing customers to get the latest model every year; generation of toxic material during recycling).

Differently from CE-oriented BMI, sustainability-oriented BMI holds social relevance as a key driver for value generation on top of resource efficiency/longevity and superior customer value. Another difference, is the consideration of trade-offs regarding the economic perspective. This means, business longevity and sufficiency (e.g. in consumption/production) can be prioritized over a rapid profit-maximization strategy in order to perpetuate the positive impacts on social or environmental aspects. To better illustrate the differences, we compare two company-cases: FLOOW2 and Globechain. FLOOW2 is a business-to-business marketplace facilitating rental/sales of used equipment, services, and knowledge of personnel. FLOOW2’s main value proposition is CE-oriented: to help customers in reducing costs or increasing revenues with better allocation/use of idle assets. However, they promote secondary benefits related to social relevance and work enrichment as a consequence of the ‘sharing’ configuration, i.e., a new dynamics and culture of collaboration that stimulates connection and toleration (CircleLab, 2018). Globechain is also a platform to facilitate reuse, connecting businesses and charities. Their value proposition is inserted in the scope of sustainability, since they aim to enable global redistribution of goods to social causes rather than disposal. As part of their value proposition, they support donor companies with waste audits and social impact value assessments (CircleLab, 2018).

![Fig. 8. Comparison of scopes of CE-oriented and sustainability-oriented business model innovation approaches.](image-url)
In summary, CE-oriented BMI is not always able to capture the full potential of sustainability. Some CE-oriented BM configurations, even when fully circular, might generate negative secondary effects. On the other hand, they might contribute positively to sustainability-oriented BMI principles. Finally, not all CE-oriented BMI approaches accommodate sustainable principles and not all sustainability-oriented BMI approaches accommodate circular principles. These considerations reflect academic discussions presented until now. However, CE is in a development trajectory (Blomsma and Brennan, 2017). Considerations of its scope might change, incorporating potentially even more constructs from the wider space of sustainability.

5.2. Advancing research on sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI

The systematic comparative analysis of the 92 approaches enabled the identification of gaps either pointed as limitations by the authors or inferred with the support of the characteristics employed for analysis. We translated these gaps into future research needs and structured proposals to advance research on approaches for sustainability/CE-oriented BMI divided in four aspects (Fig. 9):

(1) Establishing consensual foundations and taking advantage of synergies:

- **Moving beyond the customer interface:** publications diverge in their interpretation of BM and some have a reductionist approach, interpreting BM solely as the commercial or revenue model configurations (downstream value generation logic). Especially for CE, decisions regarding the upstream value logic structure are as important as downstream and fundamental to enable closed-loop configurations in value chains. Future research should work for establishing a consensus and emphasizing that sustainability/CE-oriented goes beyond the customer interface.

- **Consolidating types of mechanisms/configurations:** the existence of different propositions of archetypes for CE-oriented BMs without a consensus might hinder the knowledge consolidation in the field. Establishing common discourse/language to facilitate the dissemination and adoption of circular objectives collaboratively at an inter-organizational or societal level is fundamental. A recently issued British standard (BS 8001:2017) provides guidance on the possible types of BM that can be compatible with CE, including considerations for their selection. They present seven BM groupings: (1) on demand, (2) dematerialization, (3) product life cycle extension/reuse, (4) recovery secondary raw materials/by-products, (5) product as a service/product-service systems (PSS), (6) sharing economy/platforms and (7) collaborative consumption. Maybe this could be a first step to starting a convergence of terminology.

- **Integration of sustainability and CE-oriented BMI:** the simultaneous application of CE-oriented and sustainability-oriented BMI approaches is still not fully explored. We have proposed in section 5.1, an initial comparison of BMI scope for both streams in order to initiate a proactive discussion and exploration of synergies. Some BM methods already suggest using sustainability tools into CE contexts. Future research should explore their applicability and appropriate combinations.

(2) Addressing sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI as a continuous/holistic process:

- **Holistic view:** as indicated in section 5.1, approaches in general could benefit from exploring CE/sustainability BMI with ‘process model’ lenses. To avoid confusion and contribute to the required longitudinal transformational perspective, where new abstract values and visions need to be disseminated and translated into the operative level, we encourage researchers to contextualize their contributions in regards to the holistic view of
BMI in light of principles of CE/sustainability. Process models have been proposed (Fig. 7), so authors could either decide to reference the existing ones (i.e. we adopted the three stages ‘sensing’, ‘seizing’, ‘transforming’) or systematize new proposals. No matter how it will occur, it is important to clarify the dynamic nature of BMI to implement principles (i.e. it is a continuous and long journey instead of a single shot initiative).

- **Design-implementation gap**: in section 5.1, we pointed out the trend of exploring experimentation approaches for sustainability/CE-oriented BMI (Bocken et al., 2018). Beyond this, future research aiming to contribute to decreasing this gap could engage in integrating knowledge from other theories – e.g. strategic and long-range planning (Phaal et al., 2004), entrepreneurship, project/organizational transformation management (Chapman, 2002), and dynamic capabilities (Teece, 2007). This requires new empirically oriented tools and research methods (check groups 3/4).

(3) **Adapting existing methods/tools or exploring new ones to fill in specific gaps**:

- **Inter-organizational and societal boundaries**: the majority of methods and tools still adopt organizational boundaries. Future research should explore how to take the inter-organizational or societal boundaries into account. Some recent tools already incorporated that by adopting different theories from conventional BMI beyond the BM Canvas. We expect that the adoption of Activity Systems (Zott and Amit, 2010) or other new theories might increase in the future.

- **Quantitative methods and tools**: another future need is the development of quantitative methods and tools to support decision-making. Such tools could propose indicators and measures to assess different concepts of BM economically, environmentally and socially. Attention should be placed on discussions of what types of indicators and assessments to apply for each stage of BMI as a consequence of different levels of detail and intentions. The quantitative assessment could also serve as bridge for the design-implementation gap (Geissdoerfer et al., 2018b), as a way of establishing concrete targets for business outcomes that should be monitored longitudinally along the BMs implementation.

- **Customization of approaches from conventional BMI literature**: It might also be the case that new tools are not necessary, but instead, the customization of existing ones. The notion that BMI for sustainability or CE is a process and not only the outcome, implies that a combination of tools might be required and not only one single visualization tool. In that case, it might be worth exploring how tools from conventional BMI, that are already consolidated, could be adapted or supplemented with other tools for sustainable or resource efficiency innovation in order to instigate circular/sustainable thinking.

- **Normative and people change management aspects**: values (individual, organizational, societal), organizational culture, mindset, effective communication and leadership are important to be in place, in addition to effective tools or methods (Birkin et al., 2009; Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018; Randles and Laasch, 2016). These aspects are catalysts for incorporating sustainability principles into BMI (Randles and Laasch, 2016). The embedment of these considerations in the methodological support development shall be further explored.

(4) **Applying different research methods**:

- **Empirical studies**: empirical studies based on field research are required to move the composition of approaches from theoretical/experimental stage and contribute to their maturation.
• **Longitudinal studies and action research:** the implementation of BM concepts is as important as designing them, as this leads to real transformations in organizations. This should be investigated with practical research methods such as (i) action research, which enables the investigation of the aspects or results of the use of the conceptual frameworks, methods and tools in real-time, instead of only retroactively; and (ii) longitudinal research, which enables the evaluation of the long-term consequences and results of applying the approaches, and consequently their success.

![Research framework and guideline for selection of approaches for sustainability-oriented and circular economy (CE)-oriented business model (BM) innovation.](image)

6. **Conclusion**

This research aimed to identify and systematize CE-oriented and sustainability-oriented BMI approaches available in literature and practice, in order to provide a clear overview on this topic for scholars and practitioners. Applying a three-stage (sensing, seizing, transforming) dynamic capabilities-based view as the backbone to represent the stages of BMI, this article systematically identified and compared 92 approaches – i.e. conceptual frameworks, methods and tools - for sustainability/CE-oriented BMI based on six characteristics: stages supported in the BMI process; nature of data; boundaries of analysis; level of abstraction; time-based view; and representation style.

Based on the analysis, key findings outlining trends of approaches were identified: approaches are becoming more heterogeneous and relying on multiple theories that deviate from the traditional view disseminated by the BM Canvas; the simultaneity of BMI approaches envisioning sustainability and CE principles is emerging timidly and deserves more exploration to flourish; a design-implementation gap might be associated to approaches focusing on single stages of BMI and also a negligence of human-behavior aspects. Connected to our first key finding, we proposed an initial comparison for CE/sustainability-oriented BMI based on their scope or drivers for value generation. Moreover, a number of
gaps and future research agenda to advance both fields simultaneously were outlined: (1) establishing consensual foundations and taking advantage of synergies, (2) addressing CE/sustainability-oriented BMI as a continuous and holistic process, (3) adapting existing methods/tools or exploring new ones to fill in specific gaps, and (4) applying different research methods.

By systematizing a comprehensive collection of approaches currently available to support sustainability/CE-oriented BMI, the research provides contributions for:

- Practitioners: an overview of existing approaches for sustainability-oriented or CE-oriented BMI on the basis of dynamic capabilities;
- Researchers: a starting point for understanding the foundations of approaches, providing guidance on where to focus future research; and,
- Research community: advancing the discussions about the intersection between CE-oriented and sustainability-oriented BMI literature.

Limitations of this research are related to techniques applied for the literature review. The search in academic databases was followed by snowballing and inclusion of non-peer reviewed materials from specialist institutions, which by nature may generate selection bias. Moreover, the fast development of the field has led to many new publications within a short interval. Many analyzed approaches are still being validated/refined, therefore their usefulness has not yet been confirmed in all cases.

As mentioned, challenges identified by this research require future empirical work. This paper documents the first step of a comprehensive research to propose a CE-oriented BMI approach, but with a broader view of sustainability performance, based on best available practices. The proposed approach will be co-developed with industry in action research cycles. Case studies will test the application of the approach and explore what are the specific BM patterns/configurations favoring a sustainable CE in different contexts.
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Appendix

Table 4. Approaches for sustainability-oriented and CE-oriented BMI. Legend for Origin: S= Sustainability; CE= Circular Economy; B=both.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR01</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework for analyzing material efficiency services BMs.</td>
<td>(Halme et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR02</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework with dimensions and characteristics for sustainability-oriented BMs.</td>
<td>(Stubbs and Cocklin, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR03</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Play it forward: game-based tool for designing BMs with sustainability principles.</td>
<td>(Dewulf, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR04</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>BMI process for sustainability, combining transformational sustainability strategies, eco-innovation, and key ideas about value creation.</td>
<td>(Lüdeke-Freund, 2010; Roos and Agarwal, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR05</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Sustainable innovation workshop: framework of methods for sustainability driven innovation.</td>
<td>(Panarotto and Törlind, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR06</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Value cycle framework to embed sustainability in current views of supply chain.</td>
<td>(Barber et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR07</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework of a business case for guiding sustainability-oriented BMI.</td>
<td>(Schaltegger et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR08</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Workbook providing guidance on the search for CE-oriented BMs.</td>
<td>(de Jong et al., 2015; Joustra et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR09</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Circular Economy Toolkit: information on how to find CE benefits in several areas, including BMI.</td>
<td>(Evans and Bocken, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR10</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Process for ‘collaborative business modelling’ to foster sustainability innovation.</td>
<td>(Rohrbeck et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR11</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Systematic stage-gate process of innovation for sustainable firms.</td>
<td>(Girotra and Netessine, 2013; Roos and Agarwal, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR12</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Value Mapping Tool: for exploring value opportunities for sustainability-oriented BMs.</td>
<td>(Bocken et al., 2013, 2015; Khripko et al., 2017; Short et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR13</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Process for embedding sustainability in BM design by analysing value exchanges and exploring social and environmental values.</td>
<td>(Holgado et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR14</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Normative requirements of BMs for sustainable innovation.</td>
<td>(Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR15</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Typology of 5 BMs for CE.</td>
<td>(Accenture, 2014; Lacy et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR16</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><em>Circular BM Innovation Framework:</em> process to plan the BMI for CE.</td>
<td>(Mentink, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR17</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Business Cycle Canvas: tool for designing BMs for CE with focus on the network view.</td>
<td>(Mentink, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR18</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Extended version of BM Canvas to support the design of BMs for CE, still with firm-centric view.</td>
<td>(Mentink, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR19</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Sustainable Value Analysis Tool: for identifying opportunities for sustainable value creation during product/service system (PSS) development.</td>
<td>(Yang et al., 2014; Miying Yang et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR20</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Business Innovation Kit: game-based tool for designing BMs for sustainable value networks.</td>
<td>(Breuer and Lüdeke-Freund, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR21</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Strongly Sustainable BM Canvas: tool for designing strongly sustainable BMs.</td>
<td>(Jones and Upward, 2014; Kurucz et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR22</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Process for developing BMs for circular value chains.</td>
<td>(Roos, 2014; Roos and Agarwal, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR23</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Framework showing how companies could integrate CE principles by changing business processes, including BMI.</td>
<td>(Laubscher and Marinelli, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR24</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Typology of 8 BMs archetypes for sustainability.</td>
<td>(Bocken et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR25</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>BM archetypes for CE.</td>
<td>(Bakker et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR26</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Framework for aligning product design and BM design strategies for CE.</td>
<td>(Bakker et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR27</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Circular BM Scan: method for CE transition, including insights on what BMs to adopt (typology of 19 BMs) and implementation burdens.</td>
<td>(van Renswoude et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR28</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Methodology for developing BMs of PSS based on internal capability and external environment factors.</td>
<td>(Chiu et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR29</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Circularab Game: 3 game-based tools for ‘ecodesigning’ BMs, exploring relationships with partners and planning the evolution over time.</td>
<td>(Wiithaa, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR30</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>CE Business Toolkit: to develop a circular strategy by identifying strategic opportunities, analysing value chain, and choosing BM options.</td>
<td>(National Zero Waste Council, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR31</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Sustainable BM Canvas Tool: for designing BMs based on circular and performance economy.</td>
<td>(Sempels, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR32</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Adaptation of BM Canvas for joint application with other tools from a Circular Design Guide.</td>
<td>(EMF, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR33</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>CE BM Toolkit: created by Unilever to inspire the development of circular systems based on circular BM archetypes.</td>
<td>(Forum for the Future, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR34</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework integrating existing approaches of value mapping and design thinking to support creating value propositions.</td>
<td>(Geissdoerfer et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR35</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Circular BMs Mixer: web-based tool providing an overview of the most relevant BMs for raw materials industry in the context of CE.</td>
<td>(Materials, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR36</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Value Hill: tool for identifying gaps and opportunities for the transition to CE, involving new BMs.</td>
<td>(Achterberg et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR37</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Framework for Sustainable Circular BMI: tool for designing and reconfiguring BMs for CE.</td>
<td>(Antikainen and Valkokari, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR38</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Circular Transition Framework: for sustainability-oriented BM design based on analysing potential negative environmental effects of initiatives.</td>
<td>(Scheepens et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR39</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Multi-method simulation tool to evaluate economic and environmental performance of circular-oriented BM systems.</td>
<td>(Asif et al., 2016; Lieder et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR40</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Circular BM Canvas: conceptual framework to support the transition from linear to more circular-oriented BMs.</td>
<td>(Lewandowski, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR41</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Triple Layered BM Canvas: tool for exploring sustainability-oriented BMI in the creative conceptual phase.</td>
<td>(Joyce, 2017; Joyce and Paquin, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR42</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Strongly Sustainable BM Ontology: for modelling sustainability-oriented</td>
<td>(Upward and Jones, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR43</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Framework for mapping multidimensional value(s) for co-creation networks in CE.</td>
<td>(Aminoff et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR44</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>10 steps process model for the creation of circular businesses within existing organizations.</td>
<td>(Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR45</td>
<td>B</td>
<td><strong>Sustainable BM Framework</strong>: tool for designing sustainability-oriented BMs, link to BM design.</td>
<td>(Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR46</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Strategic process for implementation of BMs for CE inspired by whole-system design.</td>
<td>(Weetman, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR47</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Game-based tool for whole systems design and identification of BMs for CE.</td>
<td>(Weetman, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR48</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Theoretical model to guide the organisational transformation required for implementing BMs for sustainability.</td>
<td>(Randles and Laasch, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR49</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Framework of strategies for BM and product design for CE.</td>
<td>(Bocken et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR50</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Systematization of BM archetypes and framework to link BM and design strategies for CE.</td>
<td>(Moreno et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR51</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><strong>CE Framework</strong>: overview of commercial models for CE.</td>
<td>(Weetman, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR52</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Process model of BM development and organizational transformation for sustainability.</td>
<td>(Roome and Louche, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR53</td>
<td>B</td>
<td><strong>Sustainable BM Framework</strong>: tool to support the design of BMs for sustainability or CE.</td>
<td>(Bocken and Short, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR54</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Typology for three levels and key changes towards BM for sustainability.</td>
<td>(Jabłoński and Jabłoński, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR55</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5 main factors and respective subfactors that lead to sustainability in BM design of PSS.</td>
<td>(Barquet et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR56</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Analytical model to describe the sustainable entrepreneurship process from BMI to diffusion of sustainability-oriented BM in the mass market.</td>
<td>(Schaltegger et al., 2016b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR57</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><strong>Sustainable Business Canvas</strong>: tool and manual for designing sustainability-oriented BMs based on workshops.</td>
<td>(Tiemann and Fichter, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR58</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework to guide manufacturing companies in identifying value uncaptured to trigger the discovery of new sustainable value opportunities.</td>
<td>(M. Yang et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR59</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><strong>Backcasting and Eco-design for CE (BECE)</strong>: framework for aiding business in implementing CE requirements in BMs.</td>
<td>(Mendoza et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR60</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Requirements and characteristics for the development of sustainability-oriented BM tools.</td>
<td>(Evans et al., 2017b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR61</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><strong>Morphological matrix for circular development</strong>: framework providing guidelines for implementation of circular and sustainable principles in BM development.</td>
<td>(Haanstra et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR62</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Framework for shaping industrial systems towards CE ecosystems.</td>
<td>(Aminoff et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR63</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><strong>Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD)</strong>: for BM innovation and design based on backcasting and sustainable principles.</td>
<td>(França et al., 2017; Kurucz et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR64</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Process model for sustainable value proposition design.</td>
<td>(Baldassarre et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR65</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Questions/criteria for risk assessment and checking in the BM design.</td>
<td>(Linder and Willander, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR66</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><strong>Lease or buy</strong>: game-based tool for exploring the implications of choosing ownership-based or access-based BMs.</td>
<td>(ResCoM, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR67</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Guide for suppliers Resource Efficient BMs (REBMs): process model to guide the implementation of resource efficient BMs.</td>
<td>(REBus, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR68</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><strong>Innovative BMs Map</strong>: typology of BMs for CE with accompanying case studies.</td>
<td>(WRAP, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR69</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework of sensing, seizing and reconfiguring capabilities in categories (evolutionary and radical) of BM for sustainability.</td>
<td>(Inigo et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR70</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><strong>Cambridge BMI Process</strong>: framework for sustainability-oriented BM generation from early conceptualisation to implementation.</td>
<td>(Geissdoerfer et al., 2017b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR71</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Taxonomy of CE BMs based on the degree of adoption of circular principles along the customer value proposition/interface and value network.</td>
<td>(Urbinati et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR72</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Systematization of definitions of circular BMs, BM types, and potential</td>
<td>(Nußholz, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR73</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Circular BMI process including detailed information about steps, tools, perspectives and participants.</td>
<td>(Antikainen et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR74</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><em>Future-Fit Business Benchmark (F2B2):</em> framework for performance assessment of BMI for sustainability with 21 key performance goals.</td>
<td>(Kurucz et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR75</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework to support sustainability-oriented BM implementation of organizations aligned with sustainability performance goals.</td>
<td>(Morioka et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR76</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Systematization of 11 service design tools to support sustainability-oriented BMI.</td>
<td>(Prendeville and Bocken, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR77</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><em>Circularity Canvas Methodology:</em> method for designing BMs for CE, including the design of initial BM Canvas and identification of additional value propositions to close loops.</td>
<td>(Sustainn, 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR78</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Framework for evaluating the environmental value propositions of BMs for CE.</td>
<td>(Manninen et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR79</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Conceptual model for the transition towards CE by introducing a hierarchical structure of new BMs.</td>
<td>(Planing, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR80</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><em>Circular Business Experiment Cycle:</em> process for experimentation with circular BMs.</td>
<td>(Bocken et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR81</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Adapted BM Canvas for sustainability innovation.</td>
<td>(Bocken et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR82</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><em>Sustainable Value Exchange Matrix:</em> tool to help designing sustainability-oriented BMs.</td>
<td>(Morioka et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR83</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><em>Value Triangle Canvas:</em> tool to help designing sustainability-oriented BMs.</td>
<td>(Biloslavo et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR84</td>
<td>S</td>
<td><em>BM Connect methodology:</em> to map and represent sustainable ‘BM structures’ with the focus on the ‘value flow’ among actors.</td>
<td>(Brehmer et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR85</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Conceptual view of hybrid businesses from the perspective of BM design including four clusters of design themes and elements.</td>
<td>(Hahn et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR86</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Framework of homogeneous and heterogeneous organizational value logics shaped by a variety of institutional logics.</td>
<td>(Laasch, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR87</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Morphological box of design options for circular BMs and six BM combinations for CE.</td>
<td>(Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR88</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Framework to integrate circular BMs and supply chain management towards sustainable development.</td>
<td>(Geissdoerfer et al., 2018a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR89</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td><em>Circular BM mapping tool:</em> for mapping circular BMs and standardising the representation of elements and the cycles to prolong the useful life of products and close material loops.</td>
<td>(Nußholz, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR90</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Research framework of PSS BMs for circular supply chains.</td>
<td>(Yang et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR91</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Categorizations of resource efficiency measures, BM changes and implementation barriers for CE based on 143 case studies.</td>
<td>(Diaz Lopez et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR92</td>
<td>B</td>
<td><em>Sustainable Qualifying Criteria for Designing Circular BMs:</em> checklist of 24 characteristics that lead to enhanced sustainability potential of circular BMs.</td>
<td>(de Pádua Pieroni et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Highlights

- Business model innovation for sustainability and circularity is still fragmented
- A dynamic capabilities-based view was used to organize 92 existing approaches
- There is a lack of holistic approaches covering multiple stages of innovation
- Stronger integration between circularity and sustainability is required
- A unifying research agenda for future research is proposed